
 

STRENGTH 

Each piece of what I have to give, my hand touches to receive, 

That two become in comparison to nothing surrounding opportunity, 

Built without expectation, and formed without response, 

That she know the rhythm of a man’s understanding; 

A still truth to her needs, yet support to her strength, 

A simple reminder formed and maintained without sight, 

Through the ever changing rhythm of emotions formed within, 

No confusion in the depth of where I stand or who stands next to me… 



 

Inspiration 
Why do you fear that those who inspire others should not inspire you? 

Why do you allow those who touch the hearts of others, not to touch yours? 

Adulthood follows my innocence of childhood, 

Yet strong in my journey to explore every uncertainty, 

No cares of the destination lies within my inspiration to feel, 

For two strengths make me whole, inspiring me to lead with no regrets, 

Each word becoming truth to my journey, 

An abstract of mental beauty, 

Unto which my inspiration writes the next chapter to my story. 



 

A Return to Perspective 

 

Eyes wide open, the wave lands its soul on each breath, 

Touching sight, yet washing away time hoping to stand still; 

And though happiness lies within self, 

There is a still glimpse of solace through the smile you may see today; 

A touch of unending light, peaking over each sunset, 

A heart not intimidated to surround itself in strength found in plain view; 

A ray of true beauty piercing reality beyond the foreseen, 

A moment when words unspoken touch the soul as if a ripple gently touching a calm stream; 

This to tether a peace within self, brought to clarity by the hands no search will longer hold, 

The hearts you touch, and the eyes unto which you see a reflection; 

Nothing diminishes the strength of your reflection that embodies what words may not direct. 



 

Education Learns First At Home 

 

Having a voice to teach each child how to communicate respect daily begins in the home; 

Not enough to educate the family within the home; 

Thus sending each children to school expecting unrealistic results; 

Children not speaking up because they are taught to have the option of excuses for each failure; 

A community leaning on the home to embrace each child as an individual, not as a culture; 

Pulling them from those who will pull them down, while steering them towards the same possibilities; 

Each child seeing daily what they speak into their existence; 

Innovation begins in the home; educating the minds, steering them towards the the classroom; 

Nurtured not by technology, but rather by the application of a role model. 

 



IMPRINT 

When entered into life, an imprint in the sand becomes visible, 

Never realizing the strength of that imprint, but yet a setting of the calm. 

Returning to the exact point that imprint was left, becoming special, 

Yet never be explained away. 

Allow your voice to sit in the sand and pierce the ray of sunlight that hits the ocean shore. 

The strength of God to allow you to see into the world beneath your solace.   

An imprint, touched by the heart, 

That God would allow you to reflect on the strength of his power. 

Giving thanks for bringing into sight each breath taken daily, 

A day never forgotten, and an imprint never to be lost in the sand. 

And now you sit with a new strength to never lose sight of this imprint again. 

For it begins reflection over beauty, more than the truth that holds the wave to the water, 

A reflection into a heartbeat of the life you wish to be a part of, 

A life that lives, loves, and loves to live. 

A heart striving to be closer while still beating a natural feeling. 

And now it is time to place your hand in the imprint in hopes of growing closer with it, 

And allowing it to become part of your existence. 



 

WEEKLY MESSAGE 
 

FEEL STRONG… LIVE STRONG… THINK STRONG… 

Feel This Way… Because Your Heart Beats This Way! 

Live This Way… Because you Dream This Way! 

Think This Way Because You Hope To Love This Way 

 

 

 



Just To Be You 

We know something always carries us further than our fear 

All while the sun tries to peak around each cloudy tear 

Another day and purpose arises with skies so clear 

Each challenge giving us emotional strength untold 

A reminder of our ability to live so bold 

Our hearts we refuse to share, sheltered and cold 

In order to protect the fear above from the clouds that unfold 

Your story becomes another’s gift, unwrapped in a subconscious true 

No time in the present, unscripted, just to be you 



The Eyes of Limitless Possibility 
Understanding that each storm brings a rainbow, to become familiar with the silence of fear and anger, 

Trying to box a miracle, yet realizing the potential to see a blessing. 

Protecting dreams with no expectations of any particular result, 

Yet knowing that the unperfect storm, breathes a calm shore, 

Where the eyes see what the heart has heard; a blessing worth fighting for. 

A reflection of a rainbow, pieced together as it touches the green fields. 

An effort made within hope, a thankful wish touched by the possibility, 

The dream lives with unfathomed boundaries, bouncing off an entangled rope, 

And when the soul embraces those dreams, the walk into the possibilities become limitless… 



Where the Ocean Breathes 

To fulfill a pain emptied by the crashing of a moment, 

Each day the unexpected pounding surrounds its own calm, 

And where the waves meet amongst the shore, they hold hands, 

Moving back into the sea as one, together without a second thought, 

Each breath embodied within its own passion to feel connected, 

Patience to understand the direction of the love it follows, and 

faithfulness of its thoughts, 

A future written in the movement and the path that awakens it, 

And where the ocean breathes is where the wave will find its love. 

 



Living with a Purpose 
The world we live in is not a perfect one, and by far neither are we, 

That we live our existence with a purpose that truly brings equality, 

A freedom to make a difference in the lives of each other, 

With a vision, a journey we walk, hand in hand, a word of hope for one another, 

Letting each day be a new opportunity to define together who we are, 

Through our actions, not just words, each day our love will raise the bar, 

For we have a purpose, a duty to be the strength of our surroundings, 

And no matter who judges us, always defining ourselves as astounding. 

Today and every day we hope to be a part of the reason others smile!!!! 

The world we inspire is only the time we are hired for. 

And because of this, our purpose is defined through love… 



I Feel in Order to Be Loved 
As the day searches a new path of peace, 

The questions still embedded within, 

The efforts of pain, the relentlessness to cease, 

Swirls over and over again; 

The feeling of peace to one day take over the soul, 

Each thought that shines right through, 

And though it’s hard to take control, 

We know deep down what we must do; 

Hold our heads high and reach beyond our thoughts, 

For whenever we feel blue, 

Look between the feelings and know that this has brought, 

A circle of peace to you, 



 

 

MESSAGE FOR THE WORKPLACE 
 

Choose to be part of the solution; only 
then stepping away from the words 

which confuse the problem. 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FOR THE HOUSEHOLD 
 

Be calm in your words to others.  Fear 

not that you are being attacked, but that 

you are being prepared for something 

greater.  Miracles happen when you 

realize your potential to be a blessing 

amongst others. 



 

MESSAGE AGAINST YOUR ENEMIES 

 

Understand your own shadow because it 
covers what's in front of you, behind you, 
and next to you.  Become what surrounds 
you, and try to live with good intent and let 

your shadow touch others.  

LOVE CURES ALL!!! 


